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Invited Review 

An introduction to timetabling 

D. de  W E R R / I  
Swiss Federal h~stitute of Technology. Department 
of Matllematics, CH-IOIS, Lausanne, Switzerland 

Abstract. A huge variety of timetabling models 
have been described in the OR literature; they 
range from the weekly timetable of a school to the 
scheduling of courses or exams in a university. 
Graphs and networks have proven to be useful in 
the formulation and solution of such problems. 
Various models wilt be described with an e.nphasis 
on graph theoretical models. 
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1, Intro~tuetion 

During the last twenty years many contribu- 
tions related to timetabling have appeared and it 
will p robaN/  condnue with the same ra'e for 
years. One reason for this may be the huge variety 
of problems which are included in the field of 
timetabling; another reason is the fact that educa- 
tional methods are changing, so that the models 
have to be modified. Fina!ly. ~,._,mputiag facilities 
are now available in most schools and, zs ,; conse 
quence, the approach to timembling has to take 
this phenomenon into account. This means in par- 
ticular that interactive methods are now becoming 
more important and, furthermore, they have to be 
adapted to microcom[~'uters 

C.,,uaily one considers dne ;.ic, eutbfiag proce.as, 
t~t:~ consisl.~ c,f 2 distinct phases [71: 

a) First. the curricula are defined for each class 
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or for each group of ~.tudents and one ha.; to 
assign the various resources (in manpower or ,n 
equipment) to the classes. 

b) Second, when an agreement has been ,e- 
ached concerning these assignments of resour s, 
then one tries to see whether a workab!e deta -d 
timetable can be worked out which is compati le 
with all the previously defined requirements. 

(3eneral/y the role of computers is to handle the 
second phase and we shall concentrate on this type 
of problem. However, one shouid mention t, at 
some attention has also been given to the first 
phase, both from a theoretical and from a comou- 
tational point of view [15,20]. 

In this survey we cannot describe all special 
types of timetables which have been mentioned up 
to now. W,= shall refer the reader to the annotated 
bibliograp!~y [29] which covers the contributions 
wbhch appeared before 1980 and to general surve,js 
[5,7,18]. 

Our pui~ose will be t,.~ introduce the reader tc 
some basic problem:, which occur ir~ rues,', o. ~ the 
real cases; we shall first describe the cla~-tc~c);c. ~ 
problem and its vanatic.ns. "then we ,,-All d~,,cus; 
the course scheduling rr.odel toge~',er with .,,o~e 
closely related prc:blems. For both typ.~s of timeta- 
bling problems, "re shall mainly corc~ntrate on 
models based on graph; and netwo:lcs. As ob- 
served by Mulvey {24], such models are iateresting. 
since network problems are efficiently solved even 
when their size is large; although, generally, reai 
timetab!ing problems cannot be formuiated with 
ware network mo:!els, in the man-maczine iter~- 
tVe s o i u f i o n  , -,,,l. , . -  ,,r~ netwc,,k '- ~'' ~ [ " ~ I 

c.ccur a! '.?rio'.:s 5~ag..?s. O~t~ .=v,:' .,hertZ'ore tc:.::e 
::d,,a~_-'.tag,~ :~I th~ fact :!'.z:~ :.[..ey arc r,.!a iveiy easy 
t:) handle [o devise fast heuristic m~,thrads for 

Another argument lot j,_,.~tifyiag eer  ~nt~.re~:t i~: 
=-,od~ls .%~ :i'npe~, timetab~.i:~g prob2cms i~ tne ~c.'. 
;an: heuristic :nethcds ffcr '.,-anJ!i~ :ea~ "..irc.e'z.-. 
i-.lino r~,roble,'rc~) are often d'~ri,c ,~ a~d adavtec2 
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from exact n~thc,ls dew:loped for the simple cases 
[30]. 

In this text we shall assume that the reader has 
some very elementary knowledge of graph-theore';- 
ical concepts. All terms related to graphs and 
networks which are not defined here can be fotmd 
in [t,111. 

2. The-dass-teacher model 

..~. A simple moael 

We first describe the basic class-teacher model 
without including alI constraints which are usually 
present in real ca.,es. 

A class will camsist of a set of s~udents who 
follow exactly the same program Let C =  
{c 1 . . . . .  c,~} be a set of closes and T,-- (t~ . . . . .  G} 
a set of teachers. We are gi,,en an m x n require- 
ment matrix R = (r~j) where % is the number of 
lectures involving class q an, t teacher ty. 

We shall assume tkat all l~tures have *.he same 
duration (say one period). Giwm a set of p periods, 
the probelm ~s to assign each !ecture to some 
peric~'l in such a way that no teacher (resp. no 
class) is involved in more than one lecture at a 
time More precisely, if we define x,~ k to be 1 if 
cllss c, and teacher tj meet at period k and 0 
olhelwise, we have to solve ~aroblem CTI: 

,.~V" x,i~=r,j ( i = 1  . . . . .  n . ; j = l ,  . . ,n) ,  (1) 

:1 

~_, x,j~ ~ 1 ( i --  1 . . . . .  m;k = 1 . . . . .  p),  (2) 
i ~  1 

E x , : < l  ( : = 1  . . . . .  n ; k = !  . . . . .  p), (3) 

.x~:~ = 0 or 1 (i =, 1 . . . . .  m ; j  = 1 . . . .  ,n; (4) 

k = 1 .... ,p), 

With this formulation we may associate a bipar- 
tite multigraph G = (C, T..~): It. nodes are the 
classes and the teachers; node c, and no.te tj are 
linked bv r,, para!!,:! edges. If each periad corre- 
spot~.ds :o a color. ~he problem consists in finding 
an assignment cf or~e among p colors to e,:tch edge 
of G in such a wa-,: that no two adjaceF,t edges 
have the same color; so x,i ~. wilt be 1 if SO'he edge. 
[c.t:] gets colc.r k. 

Proposition 2.1. There ex:sts a solution to CT1 iff 

m 

~., r,j<~p ( j = l  . . . . .  n),  
i = I  

N 

r O <~p ( i =  1 . . . . .  m) .  
j - -1  

This is the well-known theorem of K~Snig on edge 
colorings in bipartite multigraphs [1]; it. says that 
there is a timetable in p periods if and only if no 
teacher (no class) is involved in more than p 
lectures. 

Up to here we have made no distinction be- 
t w i n  the daily and weekly scheduling problem. In 
the daily problem, one has to assign each lecture 
to some hour of the dzy and R represents all 
lectures which have to be scheduled on one day. 

In the weekly scheduling problem each lecture 
has to be assigned to some day of the week and R 
represents all lectures whSch must take place (lur- 
ing the week. In such a situation for each class c, 
(resp. teacher tj) we have a positive integer a, 
(resp. bj) representing the maximum number of 
lectures in wtdch c, (resp. tj) may be involved 
during each one of the p days. The assignment to 
days is now formulated as follows (x,jk will be the 
number of lectures involving c, and tj, which are 
assigned to day k): Find values x,j k satisfying (1) 
and problem CT2: 

/I  

E Xrl;¢ ~ a t 
1=1 

n l  

E x,: b, 
i=1 

( i  = . . . . .  m;  k = 1 . . . . .  p ) ,  ( 5 )  

( j =  1 . . . . .  n; k = 1 . . . . .  p ) ,  ( 6 )  

(7) x,j k>tO integer, ( i = l  . . . . .  m , j = l  . . . . .  n, 
k = l  . . . . .  p) .  

Proposition 2.2 [38]. There exists a solution to CT2 
i l l  

177 

v~, r,i<~pb, ( j =  1 , . . . , n ) ,  
t = l  

E r,, ( i= 1 . . . . .  . , ) .  
j = !  

This problem also has art immediate _formula- 
tion in terms of edge coloring in a bipartite multi- 
graph: We have to assign one among p colors to 
each edge in such a way that no more than a, 
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(resp. bj) edges adjacent to node ci (resp. tj) have 
the same color. 

Clearly, if ai and by are given, then the mini- 
m u m  number of days p needed is given by 

1 i l )  p = max max ~., riy/b j , max rq/a, 
~ /~=1 l 

where It] is the smallest intever not less than t. 
In most eases however, the number of days p is 

given and one wants to s p r ~ d  the lecturer, involv- 
ing the same class q and the same teacher ty as 
uniformly as possible throughout the p days. The 
formulation is then the following: Find integer 
values xi# satisfying (1) a~d problem c r 3 :  

rij/P <<- E xijk <~ ~i; rq 
j = l  j = l  

( i  = 1 . . . . .  re, k =  1 . . . . .  p ) ,  ( 8 )  

rq/p <~ Xqk <~ r J p  
i=1  i = i  i 

( j  = 1 . . . . .  n, k = 1 . . . .  ,p) ,  (9) 

[r,/p]  x,j, <. lr,/P] 
( i=  1 . . . . .  r e , j=  1 . . . . .  n, k =  1 . . . . .  p) ,  (t0) 

Here It] is the largest integer not larger than ;. 
Constraints (8) and (9) simply express that the 
daily loads of all classes and of all teachers are 
prefectly balanced over the p days. 

Proposition 2.3 [37]. There exists a solution to CT3 
for any p. 

Tbas result is an extemion of Proposition 2.1 and 
2.2. It also has an obvious interpretation in terms 
of edge coloring in a bipartite multigraph. 

Condition (10) expresses the fact that the lec- 
tures involving c, and tj are spread throughout the 
p days: In the family of so called parallel edges 
linking c, and tj there are at least [%/pj  and at 
most [rq/p] edges of each color. 

Such an edge coloring can be found by network 
flow techniques as we shall now sketch [19]. 

In G each edge [c~,tj] is oriented from c i to ~ 
and becomes an arc (c,, ty); we introduce a aode s 
and arcs (s, ci) for each c~ as well as a node t and 
arcs (tj, t) for e;tch tj. We have to serve p prob-. 
lems of compatible flow in this network; at s:ep k 
we construct a flow which will give the number~ 
x~) k for all ci and tj. Each arc ( x , y )  receives a 
lower bound lk(x ,y)  which is large enough to 
make sure that the left inequalities in (8)-(i0) are 
satisfied and also that it will be possible to sched.- 
ule the remaining lectures in the last k - p  days 
without violating the right inequalities in (8)-;I,~). 
With similar considerations we determine a ca,~ac- 
ity c*(x, y)  for each arc (x, y). 

An example of a weekly timetable (with 7 = 3 
days) is given in Figure ~. It shows the const ac- 

f(x,l) 

Z(x~y) 

Figurel .  Theconstrucfion o f x ~ j v x ~ n =  2 ; x z l ~ = ] ; x , B  = 0, o~ep~q~. 
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tion of x~:. "Uae requirements tr.atrix is: 

t l  t 2 t 3 

c, 3 ' p = 3 days. 

'2he solution is (for xet ,  xoz and xu2, respectively): 

' I ]  'I] ,  [I 0 [00 1,0 [o 1 o 
In general one may start by sol~ing the weekly 
problem (assignment of lectures to days) and then 
solve separately the resulting daily problems. 

2.2. Preaasignrnents 

Let us now go back to the daily problem (x , j  k 
= 0 or 1); in practice there are additional require- 
ments whic~ have to be taken into account. 

a) Preas:ignments. Some pairs c;, tj have to 
m ~ t  at fixed periods k; this means that for some 
triples i, j ,  k we will have a value P,jk = 1. In CT1 
we shaP. introduce new constraints 

xijk >t P, ik (11) 

where P,jk ~will be 0 if there is no preassigned 
meeting of ciass c, and tea:her tj at period k. 

b) Unavadabitities. At some periods k a teacher 
tj (or a class c,) may be unavailable. Such con- 
straints may be reduced to preassignmem.s by .tat- 
ing that if tj is unavailable at period k, there is 
meeting of t i with a dummy class c* at period k 
and similarly for a class c, which is unavailable at 
some period. 

Instead of keeping constraints (11), we shall 
give a different formulation for the daily problem 
with preassignr.lents and unavailabilities. We de- 
fine ~,jk = i if cl,.,~s c, and teacher tj meet at 
period k for a lecture which is not a preassignment 
and .7,j~ = C otherwise. We have the following 
constraints CT4 

P 

k = l  

. t  ,=  1 

Y, ,~ = 0 or 1 

( i = l  . . . . .  m : i = l  . . . . .  n ) ,  (12) 

( i =  l . . . . .  ¢.:; k =  l . . . . .  p ) ,  (13) 

~j----1 . . . . . .  ~ ; k = l  . . . . .  p ) ,  ~14) 

(i = 1 . . . . .  m ; j  = ! ..... n; 

k = l  . . . .  , p ) .   15) 

H e r e  

P 

k = l  

b,:, = 1 if ci is available and not preassigned at 
period k, 

0 otherwise, 

?j~ = 1 if t i is available and not preassigned at 
period k, 

0 otherwise. 
It is not difficult to see that one can by increas- 

ing the size of the problem reduce it to a so called 
canonical form where (13) and (14) are equalities. 

Necessary conditions for the existence of solu- 
tions to (12)-(15) based on the Hall conditions for 
systems of distinct representatives [11] have been 
given by C.C. Gotlieb [14]. For instance, at each 
period k, given any subset of q classes, there must 
be at least q teachers who can each meet at least 
one amcng the q classes at period k. Such condi- 
tions are unfortunately not sufficient for the ex- 
istence of a solution to (12)-(15). 

In the case where (12)-(14) are equalities, these 
constraints together with xi) k >I 0 replacing (15) 
define a three dimensional transportation polytope. 
No simple necessary and sufficient conditions are 
known for the three dimensional polytope to be 
nonempty. 

Several necessary conditions have been given 
[17,32,35]. Notice that finding a fractional point 
might be interesting although it does not define a 
solution of CT4. As mentioned in [6,31],xot , = 1 /2  
could :aean that c, and tj meet every second week 
at period k. 

Going back to the daily problem with unavaila- 
bilities and preassignments, it has in fact been 
shown that the problem of deciding whether a 
solution exists is NP-complete [9]. 

There is however a very special case of CT4 for 
which it is easy to decide whether a timetable 
exists or nat. 

Fropositi~n 2.4 [9]. I f  in CT4  every teacher is avail- 
able during at most 2 periods, there is an O(n 2) 
a:gonthm for f inding a timetable (or showing that 
a,gne exists ). 

Proof. One may clearly assume that aE teachers 
are available for 2 periods exactly (since a teacher 
who is available for 1 period has a fixed schedule); 
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so each teacher has exactly 2 possible schedules. 
We construct a graph G with 2n nodes (where n is 
the number of teachers) as follows: For teacher tj 
introduce 2 nodes x j, 2/ corresponding to his 
possible schedules; we link 2 nodes in G if the 
corresponding schedules are not compatible (in 
particular, nodes xj and 2j are linked). In our 
example (see Table 1) for each t~ we have the 
following schedules: 

x~ ~j 

ta c 1 - 1 ,  c 2 - 2  e 2 - 1 ,  c l - 2  
tz c~-2,  c ~ - 3  c l - 2 ,  c 2 - 3  
t 3 c 3 -- 1, c a -- 3 C4--1, c 3 - - 3  

t4 c~ - 1 ,  c 3-- 2 c 3 - 1 ,  c l - 2  

Then a timetable exists iff ~here is in G a set of 
n pairwise non adjacent nodes (i.e. a stable set [1]). 
This construction is illustrated in Figure 2. 

The idea is to use a limited backtracking method 
which runs as follows: Initially one arbitrary selects 
a schedule for some teacher (this is a decision); 
then one considers all the implications of this 
choice. This may fix the schedules of some other 
teachers. Then either we arrive to the conclusion 
that for some tacher no schedule can be found. In 
such a case, we go back to the ~Tst decision and we 
reverse it (if the reverse decision has not been 
examined yet). 

Table 1 

Teacher t, Available Must meet 
at periods classes 

t 1 1, 2 ct, 

t 2 2, 3 c~, c 2 
t 3 1, 3 c 3, c 4 
t,t I, 2 01, C 3 

(5 ) 

C ) 

Figure 2, The corresponding 'conflict graph' G. A solution is 
obtaincd as follo-v~: decision ~;;  decision x4 ~ x2 ~ impossible 
for xfi decision x4 ~ -21, x2; feasible timelable. 

If the reverse decision has been examined previ- 
ously, then no timetable can exist as we shall see. 

If we have taken ~ implications into account 
and there are still some teachers whose schedule is 
not fixed, then we consider the last decision as 
permanent and take a new decision and we con- 
tinue as before. 

Let us now show that when decisions x~ and 2j 
have been examined and when both imply that no 
timetable can be found, then none exists. !ndeed 
there is no need to backtrack to some earlier 
decision: At some stage decision x: and 2j had to 
be taken because there was no implication fixing 
the schedule of any of the yet unscheduled tea.cbers. 
So the subproblem containing only tacher tj and 
all those who were unscheduled when x: and ~j 
were examined ha.~ no timetable. Hence the prob- 
lem itself has no timetable. 

It is not difficult to see that since we backtrack 
only to the last decision, there is an O(n 2) algo- 
rithm to solve the 9roblem. 

Remark. The above proof in fact says that there is 
an O(n 2) algorithm to determine whether for a 
graph G = (X, E)  with a perfect matching, there is 
a stable set of ]Xi/2 nodes. 

2.3. Some methods 

it follows from these considerations that the 
only available methods are heuristic procedures, 
which will try to produce a feasible solution but 
without guarantee of obtaining one whenever a 
solution exists. Many procedures have been sug- 
gested for dealing with this problem (see [5,7, l 8,29] 
for reviews). 

Most of these methods combine in a clever way 
the use of combinato;'ial models for some struc- 
tured subproblems with some more or le3s intuitive 
decision rules. 

In the case of the daily problem fol instance, 
one observes that it any index is kept fixed in x,:k, 
then the determination of the values x,: k can be 
performed by network flow tecl-miques. For ins- 
tance, if k if fixed, the problem of scheduling 
lectures at this period k is simply a matching 
problem in a bipartite graph; one h~, ~"~ assign 
classes which are availab!e at period A to teachers 
who are availab!e at period k. 

Hence it seems natura! to try to cot,.~tmct a 
schedule period after period while tryir:.g to ached- 
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ule as man'," 'urgent '  lectures as possible at each 
period [2~]. Such a method is heurist:_c since one 
has no guarantee that after having scheduled lec- 
tures at some periods, the remaining problem still 
admits a solution. At each step a maximum weight 
matching is constructed with a network flow algo- 
rit hn_~ 

In a slrn~lar way for a given class c~ the con- 
struction of a schedule consisting of all lectures 
involving G can be performed by networt: flows. 
We introduce one ncde k for each period ,md one 
node tj for each teecher; 'there is an are (k, tj) if tj 
is available for a T.ecmre with class c~ at period k. 
We also introduce z node s vdth arcs (s, k)  and a 
node t with arcs (t i, t); the c tpacities e(tj. t) and 
the lower bounds  l(tj, t) are t,/. For  all previously 
introduced arcs ( x , y )  we set c ( x , y ) =  1 and 
l(x, y ) =  0. Clearly any feasible integral flow will 
define a timetable for class G; .this construction is 
illustrated in Figure 3. The icw i of requirement 
matrix R is: 

t l  /'2 t3 

c, [2 2 1] 

The matrix with elements ~k ;s: 

',I1 1 ! t ] 
t2/  1 1 1 , 
t3 1 1 

with 

[ 1 if t s available at periad k, 

0 otherwise. 

The timetable for q corresponding to the flow in 
Fiff~re 3 is: 

1 2 3 4 5 

Cl !(tl t i  t 2 t 3 ] 

A schedule for c, exists if and only if for any 
sub:;et T of teachers, the number  of periods where 
at I,:ast one teacher in T is available is at least as 
larg.- as the total number of lectures involving 
class c~ and teachers  n T (these are the conditions 
of I-|at!). 

• ~-gahL ~ e  construction of the timetable class 
-after class rese t s  in a heurisfi.c procedure, tn a 
similar way one could consider a procedure where 
the dmetabie would be constructed for each teacher 
comecwively.  More generally ~aethods have been 

Figure 3. The flow for class G. 

devised which consist in cxmsecutively assigning 
lectures to some period while trying to keep satis- 
fied some necessary conditions of existence of 
solutions for the remaining problem (see [32] for 
instance where various necessary conditions have 
been developed and also [18]). 

The process i.,; continued until either all lectures 
have been assigned or until no more can be as- 
signed and some lectures are left unassigned. At 
this point, some methods will .,top and some others 
will cancel some of the last a:.signments and st fit 

7 

again at this sta~e. 
We shall not go into the details of these proce. 

dures. 
Let us mention however that in practice there 

are often requirements concerning sequences of 
lectures which have to be avoided or lectures con- 
sisting of two or more consecutive periods or even 
special lectures in which several classes and several 
teachers are involved. If the density of such occur- 
rences is not too high, one may often preassign 
such lectures and then use lhe previous models 
with preassignments. 

However, in the situation where special cases 
are frequent, different models have to be devel- 
oped where the apparent  syrnmetry between classes 
and teachers can no longer be exploited. 

2.4. Feasibility vs optimality 

Most timetabling problems which were dis- 
cussed up to nosy have been formulated as feasi- 
bility problems ( t in t  a feasible solution) rather 
than optimahty problems (find an optimal so!u- 
zion). 

In fact, both formulations are very sitrfitar since 
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finding a feasible solution may be regarded as 
minimizing a kind of 'distance to feasibility'. 

Here we generally do not have a well defined 
objective function to optimize; there are many 
requirements which occur as constraints in the 
problem and a collection of wishes which are not 
always completely explicited. 

This situation however does not prevent us 
from using heuristic methods to generate timeta- 
bles satisf)4ng as well as possible the various wishes 
occurring in the problem. 

3. Course scheduling 

3.1. Basic formulation 

While the problems CT1-CT3 could be for- 
mulated as edge coloring problems with some ad- 
ditional restrictions on the colors assigned to the 
edges (because of preassignments or unavailabili- 
ties), we shall have to use a more general model for 
tackling the following timetabling problems. 

The  course scheduling problem arises when a 
university (or even a school) offers a collection of 
courses (each one consisting of a given number of 
lectures) and there is no fixed curriculum: Each 
student may choose a certain number of courses. 
The problem consists in assigning each lecture to 
some period of the week in such a way that no 
student is required to take more than one lecture 
at a time. The situation is quite similar for the 
examination scheduliag problem. 

For the course scheduling problem, the follow- 
ing graph-theoretical model is used: We associate 
with each lecture I~ of each course K b a 

lecture-node mab; for each course Kt, we introduce 
edges between all pairs of lecture-nec!es in K b. 

Also whenever there is a student taking courses K b 

2 1 

Fi,~ure 4 

) 

and K~ we introduce an edge between each pair of 
lecture-nodes m ab, m a~. 

A feasible course schedule in p periods will 
correspond to a node coloring of the above graFh 
with p colors: Each node receives come ~olor and 
no two adjacent nodes are allowed to have the 
same color. 

An example of this construction is ~¢ven in 
Figure 4; we have the following data: 

course # of lectures 

1 

2 

2 

g l  

K3 

p = 4 periods; 
takes K 2, K 3. 
The schedule 
Figure 4 is: 

period 1 : 1 
period 2 : 1 
period 3 : 1 

student 1 takes K~, /(2; student 2 

corresponding to the coloring in 

lecture of K~ and 1 lecture of K3; 
lecture of K2; 
lecture of K2; 

period 4 : 1 lecture of K 3. 
Depending on the number p of periods,, it will 

not always be possible to find a schedule in p 
periods. In fact, deciding whether a graph has a 
node coloring with p colors is known to be an 
NP-complete problem when p >~ 3 [13]. 

As before, we have to include in our model a 
featur,, which enables us to deal with unavailabil- 
ity or preassignment constrain:s: For instance some 
courses cannot take place a~. certain orescribeA 
periods (because a teacher or a specific classroom 
may not be available). Another requirement might 
be that a course has to be scheduled at certain 
prescribed periods. 

Such a course schedulin~ -Jrob!em with unavail- 
abilities and preassignmen., (csuP) can be reduced 
to a node coloring problem. 

Proposition 3.1 [32]. For an), c sup  one can con- 

struct a graph G such that csuP has a solution m p 

periods i f f  G has a node coloring with p colors. 

Proof. Let us start with the gralz:h constructed 
above. We introduce for each period k a period- 
node k and we link all pairs of period-nodes. 

if nc lecture of a course 1( b can be s:hed~aled a~ 
period 2, we hnk alt lecture-nodes rn~b of ccur~,e 
K b to period-node k, 

If a lecture i, of course fi" a has ~o be scheduled 
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at period ~:, w,~ link lecture node m~h to all 
period-nod,'s k ~ k. (Observe t~at we may as well 
remove node m~L and ~Snk all 2ts neighbours with 
period-rode k). 7he  interpreta:ion of the colored 
graph ¢~ is the fzUowing: Lecture I~ of course K b 
will take place at period k if and only if node m~b 
received the same color as peri, xt-node k. Clearly, 
a node coloring of G will correspond to a feasible 
schedule and con tersely. The construction of G is 
illustrated in FigJre 5. The data are the same as in 
Figure 4 with the additional coastraints 
- K1 not scheduled at period 1; 
- 1 lecture of K s at period 1 or 2. 

It is interesting to observe here a difference 
between edge ~lori,ag and node ogloring in a 
graph. Problem CTI in Section 2 is an easy edge 
coloring problem ~lvable by network flow tech- 
niqaes, but as soon as preassignments are intro- 
duced (i.e. when some edges are precolored), find- 
ing whether an. edge coloring with p colors exists is 
a difficult problem (NP-complete). For node color- 
ing problems, preassignments do not make the 
problem more diffictdt; more precisely we have the 
following. 

Proposition 3.2. Let G be a course scheduling graph 
and assume some lecture-nodes have been precoi- 
ored. Th~n there exists a graph G' (with no precol- 
ored node) such tha~ G has a n gde coloring with p 
colors re~pecti~zg the precoloring i f / G '  has a node 
coloring with p colors 

ProM. As indicated in the proof of Proposition 3.1 
each precolored node can be removed provided 
some additional edges are iatroduced. By doing 
this for each precelored node we get G' and it is 

4 period-nodes 

lecture-nodes 

Figure 5 

obvious that there is a 1-1 correspondence be- 
tween the colorings of G' and the colorings of 
respecting the precoloring. 

It is easy to see that problem CT4 can be for- 
mulated as a node coloring problem in G; one 
should bear in mind that one can always trans- 
form an edge coloring problem in a graph G into 
an equivalent node coloring problem in a graph G, 
but the converse is not true. So ~he formu!atien k-. 
terms of node coloring is more general and allows 
us to handle more general timetabling problems. 
Not  surprisingly, many heuristic methods have 
been proposed in the timetabling literature for 
coloring the nodes of graphs; we shall describe 
some basic ideas of these procedures. 

3.2. Node coloring methods 

Some methods have been devised ~-hich will 
find a node coloring of a graph with p colors 
whenever such a coloring exists [3,26,27]. These 
procedures do in fact enumerate implicitly all pos- 
sible colorings with p colors and so they cannot 
handle very large graphs; presently one cannot go 
beyond a few hundred nodes, which is a strong 
limitation since most timetabling graphs have many 
more nodes. 

Experiments on randomly generated graphs 
having up to 1000 nodes have been carried out [16] 
aad very good estimates of the minimum number 
of colors needed have been obtained. One may 
wonder however whether timetabling graphs are 
close to randomly generated graphs. 

Besides the so called exact algorithms which 
can find a node coloring with p colors whenever 
there is one, various heuristic methods have been 
developed for coloring the nodes of a course 
scheduling graph. 

Most of them color one node at a time; so one 
may consider that they are based on an assignmevt 
strategy: At each step one chooses according to 
some nde a lecture which has to be scheduled and 
then one chooses according to some criterion a 
pericd where this lecture ,Mll be scheduled. 

Th~se methods can be classified in two groups. 
a) Those which choose the period indepen- 

dently of the lecture. 
b) t'hose which choose the period and the lec- 

ture simultaneously. 
in most of these methods, one chooses first a 
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lecture-node corresponding to a lecture w,hich is 
'difficult' to schedule. The period is chosen in such 
a way that an assignment of the lectt~re to this 
period will decrease as tittle as possible some 
degree of freedom of the classes, teachers, clas- 
srooms and courses. 

For instance, we may take as degree of freedom 
of a course K b the remaining number of periods 
where a lecture of K b could be scheduled minus 
the remaining number  of lectures of K b to be 
scheduled. Various assignment strategies are re- 
vie~ved in [321. Some of them have simple interpre- 
tations in terms of graphs; in case a) we may have 
sequential coloring methods [3] where an order of 
the nodes is determined first; then the nodes are 
consecutively colored in this order and one tries to 
give each node the smallest possible color. 

A well-known method consists in ordering the 
nodes according to the number of their neighbours, 
i.e. one takes first the nodes with the largest m.~m- 
bur of neighbours [36]. 

Among the simple heuristic m~-thods, the most 
efficient in average seems to be the DS~,TUR method 
[3]. The order is constructed as follows: Initially 
take any node with the largest possible number of 
neighbours and color it with the smallest possible 
color. In general, for each node x there is a set 
F(x) of forbidden colors (these may be colors 
which have already been assigned to neighbours ,,ff 
x); at eacn step we choose a nodey  for which the 
cardinality IF(y)[ of F(y)  is maximum and we 
color it with the smallest possible color. 

The efficiency of this p ro~dure  is increased 
(i.e. the nunlber of colors may be reduced) when it 
is combined with a bichromatic interchange proce- 
dure [231. 

It is interesting to notice that the DSATtrR 
method is an example of a heuristic procedme for 
general graphs which is derived from an exact 
method designed for coloring bipartite graphs (for 
these graphs, we have IF(x)l ~ 1 at each step). 
Another such method is decribed in [8]. 

Experiments with sequential coloring methods 
have been reported by numerous authors [3,21,331 
and gr~ phs having a few hundred nodes .have been 
colored alme_~t optimally; such test~, are described 
in [33] where a procedure is developed for gener:tt- 
ing raadom graphs wNch can be colored with 
exacdy p colors and not less. 

Methods of type b) are different from the above 
described procedures in the sense that one chooses 

at the sac-he time the next node to be colored as 
well as the color which it will receive. 

At ~b, is point we should mention that a prazti- 
cally and theoretically promising area of research 
consists in determining the largest possible classes 
of graphs for which simple heuristics of type a), or 
b) are exact methods (i.e. they find a coloring with 
p colors whenever there exists one). If such classes 
were entirely eharacte,,Szed, one could try to de- 
compose a course scheduling graph G into smaller 
subgraphs d I . . . .  ,~:,, which would be easier to 
color. It would then suffice to recombine them in 
an adequate way to obtain a coloring of the initial 
graph (~. Partial encoura~ing results have been 
obtained in this direction [4,22]; some ~f the cla~ses 
of graphs which have been characterized belong to 
me so called perfect graphs [1]. 

3. 3. Course schedufing vs exam scheduling 

In Section 3.1 ~'e mentioned that course sched- 
uling problems and exam scheduling problems were 
quite similar; bo:2 types could be formulated in 
terms of node coloring in a graph. There are in 
fact a few differences which should be underlined. 

a) There is usually only one exam in each 
subject (while we had several lectures in a course). 
Exam graphs will so be generally smaller in size 
than course scheduling graphs. 

b) In a weekly course schedvle, the only objec- 
tive is to avoid conflicts (i.e. the sJtuation where 2 
courses chosen by a student are scheduled m ~he 
same period). For the exams, it is usua]iy required 
to have at most one exam per day for each :,tudent 
or even to avoid having exams on consecutive days 
if the time interval for exams atlows k, 

Such constraints are in some sense not naturally 
included in coloring moSels; one has to take spe- 
cial care of them in order to get a feasible exam 
schedule (see [23,40]). 

3.4. Mathematical programming approach to course 
sche&ding 

Several models of course scheduling based o: 
mathematical programming have been proposec 
[10.34,39], Here we shai~ pre~mt a fc~rm~Aaticr 
which exploits the underIying he:work ~tr~cm~e o~ 
the problem [34]. 

We are given a cotiection of q course~ K~ . . . . .  K 
course _., cons~.sts of k, lectures o~ o~e cer~od each. 
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The total number of periods is p. The stvdents ,ire 
divided into r groups S~ . . . .  , S, such that in eacl: St 
all students take exaclty the same courses; ! k is the 
maximum number e ~ lectures which can. be sched- 
uled at rmriod k (this may correspond to the 
number of available classrooms). 

Then we define Y~k = 1 if a lecture of course K~ 
it, scheduled at period k and Ya, = 0 otherwise. 

q P 

Max E E C, kY~, (16) 
i = 1  k = l  

P 

s.t. E y,g = k, ( i = l  . . . . .  q ) ,  (17) 
k = l  

q 

~'~y,,<~l k ( k = l  . . . . .  p ) ,  (18) 
i = l  

Y'. y,, < 1 ( I =  1 . . . . .  r ,  (19) 
ies~ k = 1 . . . . .  p ), 

Y,k = 0 or 1, (20) 

The costs C~k occuring in the objective fun:tion 
(16) are a measure of the desirability of Y~k = 1; 
one can give a high v~ue if it is desired to have a 
lecture of course K, in period k, or 0 otherwise. 

Problems with p = 70 periods, q = 22 courses 
and r = 40 groups of students have been success- 
,:ully solved [34]. The idea was to apply a 
Lagrangean relaxation technique; the constraints 
(.19) were incorporated in the objective funcuon 
which became 

q P 

i = l  k = l  i~_S t 

The cons:raints are. now 07),  (18), (20) so that 
6ne has a capacitated transportation problem; the 
v',dues hkt ,c-ere obtained ~vith a subgradient opti- 
mization method combinea with a Branch arm 
Bound proc, edt~re [34]. Large," problems corre- 
sponding ,o univers,.'ty exam schedules were also 
solved in a f~w minutes. 

A dfffezent fo~'muladon leading tc a quadratic 
as~,.'gr~mer.t problem wa~" t~sed for course vci~edul- 
mg as we:! az fox class~x,om ass,;~nment at the 
U.,xiversity of Montreal [10i. Up Io 174 courses 
could be schedu!,zd in a few mhmtes; an interac- 
tive code has been devc!oped for hhis purpose. 

3. 5. Classroom assignment 

In the model presented ha Section 3.4 we met 
constraints imposed by the number of simulta- 
neously available classrooms. Some models take 
such req)firements into account in a heuristic way 
and reduce each step of the procedure to a net- 
work flow problem (see, for instance, [24]). If we 
want te formulate such constraints in z global 
way, we need to extend teh concepts of graphs and 
of  colorings. First a hypergraph H = ( X, E )  will 
consist of a finite set X of nodes and a finite 
collecticn E of edges E~; each edge will b.-. a subset 
of  the node set; if every E~ contains exactly 2 
nodes we have a graph. Now, for each edge E~ we 
also give a positive integer % An assignment of 
colors to the nodes of H will be a node coloring if 
in each E~ no more than e, nodes can have the 
same color. Clearly, if H is a graph and if e~ = 1 
for each edge E ,  we have the usual concept of 
node coloring in a graph. 

Let us consider a course scheduling prob~.em 
and its con:esponding graph G (with lecture nodes 
and period nodes). Assume that the courses 
K~,..'. ,K, iaave to be given in a special type of 
room and that there are s such rooms in the 
school. Then we transform G into a hyper~,raph I2t 
by introducing an edge E l commrang all lectt~.'e 
nodes of ~7~ . . . . .  K~ with e 1 =s .  fi.~y introducing 
such edges for all similar constrair:ts we get a 
hyper~,raph, .;he node colorings,, of which are hi 
1-1 c,'rcespondence with the fa:>ible schedule.," 

As c:to oe expected i'fl~ding node colorings in 
hypergrapbs is nut easier tt:an in grap~:s. There are 
howe,,.:  interesting special cases where efficien: 
techniques are availeble [19]. 

4. General re~,mrks 

4.1. Th~ real case 

Umi; now we have concentrated our attemion 
on some models wh)ch can formalize various types 
of constraints occurring ;n thmetabling problems. 
In s,3ite of our ¢.ff~rts to introduce mere and more 
ingredients in tile J-nodels, a.'.ere axe still many 
other ~ype~ which have not been mentioned yet: 
Compactness requirements tas few 'holes' as pcssi. 
ble in the timetable of a c]zss or of a teacher), 
lectures of 5ifferent lengths (l c,r 2 periods), se- 
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quences of subjects to be avoided, etc. 
Althougk such constraints are not obviously 

translated in the r~revious models, they can be and 
they are in fact included among the requirements 
which are accepte-:l by most available timetabling 
codes. As pointed out before, heuristic methods 
constructing a schedule step by step are usually 
able to handle all ",finds of requirements. Success- 
ful applications in various types of schools or 
universities have been described together with crit- 
ical and constructive remarks [2,7,12,18,25,28]. We 
summarize some observations which are scattered 
in the above references. 

a) With a few exceptions (see [7]), most of the 
early computer codes tried to construct a timetable 
from scratch; the constraints, requirements and 
wishes were given with a set of priorities as input 
data. Then the program managed either to assign 
each lecture to some period in such a way that the 
number of 'conflicts' was kept as low as pessible 
or it left a few lectures unassigned. It turned out 
that with such codes, a feasible timetable could be 
produced (possibly after several runs) ~ t h  rela- 
tively minor manual adjustments. 

It appeared that the use of computers was not 
widely accepted by teachers who did not bke the 
idea of being scheduled by a machine. This is a 
,.eason why the next generation codes are highly 
interactive; cracial decisions can be i.~ken by the 
course scbe~ur, ar himself during the eonstraction 
process i10,281. 

b) Be~ide5 the savings in time, the computer has 
the advantage that the timetables produced do rz.ot 
violate any constraints. Furthering, re the computer 
facilities can be used to print the timetables of 
classes, of teachers, of classroom.,., etc. 

c~. Of course the use of a computer is interesting 
only tor large schools or universities; for instance 
as soon as there are at least 30 classes, one should 
try tc construct a timetable with a computer. 

d) Since timetabling problems can be very dif- 
ferent between one school and anod~er one (even 
in the same educational cystem), it does not seem 
reasonable to develop a universN timetab!ing pro- 
gram which could be used everywhere. 70 be 
efficient heuristic method; have to be adjusted not 
only to the nature of the constr',fims and require- 
merits but also to their density. So a heuristic 
which is good for some school may perform ve~¢ 
badly in another o'~e which looks sin~iar. 

e) It is essential that the codes be made easy to 

use, that the method be almost tn, nspar nt to the 
user; feeling and understanding ho~ the 9rocedure 
works may help the schedular to reach a good 
solution in a reasonable number o? runs. To in- 
crease the chances of survival of such a program, 
the user should have a direct access to it; he 
should definitely not have to g ~ to a computing 
center outside of the school. 

4.2. Conclusions 

Our purpose here was not to recommend the 
use of such and such available code for timeta- 
bling. Instead we simply desc;'ibed some basic 
models and we briefly mentioned how they ceold 
be inserted in a general progrma which produces 
usable timetables. As a conclusion, the field of 
timetabling is a nice topic for the specialist in OR 
for seceral reas "as: there are many problems to be 
solved which include pure combinatorial mathe- 
matics, computer science (data basis, management, 
implementation of a~gofithms, etc.) and applied 
OR (constructing a good timetable may be viewed 
as a muiticriteria decision problem or a group 
decision r,roblem in a human context). 

Much research in all these fie'Os wiIl be needed 
for coping with the r.ew problems whmh will un- 
doubte0iy ari'se in the future in the area of timeta- 
biing. 
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